Graphics file design

Graphics layer

It is advisable to organize the graphic design in different layers.
One or more layers for the main graphics.
One layer for the contour.
One layer for the markers.
Before sending the file for printing you have to enable the graphics
layer and the marker layer.
Before you save the file for cutting you have to enable the contour
layer and the marker layer.
The most common error is to print all the layers including the
contour layer that make the prints unusable in most of cases.
Similar commands are available in Adobe Illustrator and Corel Draw
to enable and disable the layers.
On the pictures in this page there is an external frame that shows
the border of the sheet, the frame has not to be designed and saved.
When you open in Illustrator or CorelDraw a file in PDF format,
very often you find an external frame on the graphics, you have do
delete it to operate correctly with the iMark software.
Cut contour layer

Markers layer

Layers for printing
In this example, the main graphics layers and the markers layer are active.
The cut contour layer is disabled.
This drawing is ready for printing.

Layers for cutting
In this example, the main graphics layers are disabled.
The cut contour layer and the markers layer are active.
This drawing is ready for cutting.
If you used the guidelines, remember to hide or remove them before saving.

Save file for cutting
The graphics must be saved in horizontal ( landscape ) view.

You do not have to use a particular thickness or color for the cut profile.
The lines in magenta color are treated separately on iMark software.
The black marks must be objects at the bottom of the graphics.
You can use every version of both Adobe Illustrator and CorelDraw.

Adobe illustrator export

In Adobe Illustrator, you have to save the cut path and the
black marks in illustrator 8 format.
This file is for cut contour only, save it with a different name to
the main file containing the full graphics.
e.g. complete graphic file: acme_labels.ai
cut file: acme_labels_contour.ai

Corel Draw Export

From CorelDraw you have to export in EPS format.
You can export by using the option 'Selection only' to save the
contour and markers only

Black marks position and cutting area
The cutting path can even touch the upper and rear side
however a distance of about 5 mm is preferable.

Minimum distance
from the front side
20mm for adhesive cut
25mm for die cutting

Feeding direction

Square black mark 4mm
Minimum distance
from the bottom side 6 mm

Minimum distance of the black mark
from the front side 40mm

Minimum distance of the black mark
from the rear side 20mm

